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An invariant introduced by Hsia (J. Number Theory 12 (1980), 327-333) is 
modified and a cancellation theorem for unimodular lattices is proved. 
In [2] Hsia introduced an invariant for unimodular quadratic forms over 
Hasse domains and showed that this invariant gives complete classification 
within the genus, if a certain obstruction group vanishes. We show how to 
avoid the obstruction group by a modification of the invariant. We also show 
that the validity of the cancellation theorem given in [2] can be extended. 
Notations are as in [2-4], in particular, F is a global field of characteristic 
#2 with set of spots Z, S a Hasse set of spots on F, o = o(S) the associated 
Hasse domain in F. g(L) denotes the norm group of a lattice and Jy the 
group of split rotations on V. 
1. A CANCELLATION THEOREM 
Theorem 1. Let K be a unimodular o-lattice on the quadratic F-space V 
with orthogonal splittings K = X, I L, = X2 1 L,, X, z X,, 9(X,) G g(L,), 
rk(Li) > 3, (Li)p isotropic for at least one p E Z/S and whenever K, is 
isotropic. Then L, = L, . 
ProoJ Since g(L,) = g(L2) holds, we have L, E gen(L,). By a transfor- 
mation from Of(V) we obtain the following situation: K, =X I L; , 
K,=XlL’, with lattices K,,K, on V, K,Ecls+(K,), XrX,, L,EL:, 
FL; =: W. Take Qi E J, with @(L;) = L;, define YE J, by Y = @ I Id,. 
We then have Y(K,) = K,, and since K, and K, belong to the same proper 
spinor genus, @( !P) E FX8(JK1) holds. But by the results of [ 11, the spinor 
norms of the group of units of a unimodular local lattice depend only on the 
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norm group of that lattice, so O(J,J = O(JLi), O(Q) E FXO(JJ. But this 
shows that L’, and L; belong to the same spinor genus, and by the assumed 
isotropy at a spot from Z\S, L, Z L, follows. 
2. A CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. Let K and L be unimodular o-lattices belonging to the 
same genus, isotropic of rank 23 and with metabolic splittings 12, 31: 
L = (a,~, + a;‘y,) 1 ~+.l(a,x,+a;‘y,)lX (Q(Xi) = 0, B(xi> Yi> = l), 
K= (b,u, + b;‘v,) I ... 1 (b,u, + b,‘u,J 1 Y (Q(Ui) = 0, B(ui, Vi) = 1, 
with X, Y anisotropic, XE pen(Y), FX= FY =: U. Let a := a, Se& a,,, 
b :E b, . . . b,, YE J, with Y(X) = Y. Let 6 be the subgroup of the ideal 
class group belonging to O(J,), 6 . 6 the coset of G belonging to O(Y) O(J,). 
Then L z K is equivalent to a”b E 6 . G. 
Proof. The metabolic splittings can be changed to 
L = (ox, + oy1) 1 ..- 1 (oxnel t oynel) 1 (ax, + a-‘y,) 1 X, 
K = (ou, + ovl) I ..a 1 (ou,-, t ov,-,) 1 (bu, t b-‘v,) I Y 
(with different ui, vi, xi, ui). Assume now L z K. By [ 31 we have M, Z M, 
with 
M, :=Hl-** 1 H 1 H(a) 1(-r) (ox, + oyr) i . . . I’-‘) (ax, t a-‘Yn) 
I’-‘) (024, + ov,) 1 . . . l’-” (bu, + bb’v,) 1 X, 
M,:=HI .a. lHIH(b)l~~l~(ox,$oy,)l.~.l'~l'(Qlc,+a-'y,) 
I'-"(ou,+ ov,)l . . . I'-') (bu, +b-‘u,)l Y, 
and we can assume that FM, = FM, =: V, H(a) and H(b) are lattices on the 
same space W= Fz, + Fz, (Q(zi) = 0, B(z,, z2) = l), H(a) = az, + a-‘z,, 
H(b) = bz, $ b-‘z,. To get M, E cls’(M,) we can replace a by a-’ if 
necessary; that does not change the class of a-Tb modulo G. Take @ E J, 
with @(H(a)) = H(b), fi. G is the coset of G belonging to O(@) O(J,) . 
6 := Id 1 Qi 1 Id I Y gives =(&I,) = M,, SO o(E) E Fx O(J,i). But g(Mi) = 
g(K) = g(L), so one has O(JMi) = O(J,) = O(J,) by the results of [ l]. 
Therefore O(@) @(!F) E FX O(J,) follows, and this implies a-‘b E b . G. 
If conversely a -‘be 6 . G holds, one constructs M, , M, as above, shows 
that M, and M, belong to the same spinor genus, hence to the same class, 
and by Theorem 1 one concludes L z K. 
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Remark. Theorem 2 is most useful in case L has maximal Witt index, 
since then automatically 6 . 6 = e and i(L) := 6 . G is a classifying 
invariant within the genus. One also sees why the invariant in [2], namely, 
x(L) := 6 . G, where G is the subgroup of the ideal class group generated by 
the squares and the classes of the dyadic primes, gives complete 
classification only if G/G is trivial. The invariant x(L) on the other hand has 
the advantage of remaining an invariant, when the Hasse domain o is 
replaced by an arbitrary Dedekind domain. But classification becomes 
difficult in that case, since one has no information on O(O+(L,)) for dyadic 
p. In particular one is not certain, that @(O’(L,)) I> 0: if the quadratic form 
is not even, and so it may become impossible to go back from the ideal to 
the spinor norm idele. 
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